A Ready Substitute for Fuel Pacifiers

From March 2004 issue of the Satellite, the newsletter of the San Valeers MAC, Ralph Prey, editor.

With the demise of my source of pacifiers, (the manufacturer was bought out by a large conglomerate that discontinued their manufacture for supply reasons), Norm Peterson went on the internet and found a source of rubber tubing that can step in and produce the same results. He notes the following: www.4fishin.com web site lists 1/4" OD, 3/8" OD both 1/16" wall thickness [which] will blow up to 1.75" diameter, any length to equal the performance of a Pacifier. Cost is $4.97 for five feet, which will make 30 units. Available in white, black, yellow, red, green, or natural colors. He notes too, that nitro fuels do not affect it. [The tubing] is used for making lures for fishing. That's OK too! ###